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The Value of Shame Elisabeth Vanderheiden 2017-04-06 This volume combines
empirical research-based and theoretical perspectives on shame in cultural contexts
and from socio-culturally different perspectives, providing new insights and a more
comprehensive cultural base for contemporary research and practice in the context of
shame. It examines shame from a positive psychology perspective, from the angle of
defining the concept as a psychological and cultural construct, and with regard to
practical perspectives on shame across cultures. The volume provides sound
foundations for researchers and practitioners to develop new models, therapies and
counseling practices to redefine and re-frame shame in a way that leads to strength,
resilience and empowerment of the individual.
APAIS, Australian Public Affairs Information Service 2000 Vol. for 1963 includes
section Current Australian serials; a subject list.
Literary Research and the Literatures of Australia and New Zealand Faye H.
Christenberry 2010-11-19 This book is a research guide to the literatures of Australia
and New Zealand. It contains references to many different types of resources, paying
special attention to the unique challenges inherent in conducting research on the
literatures of these two distinct but closely connected countries.
The Language of Postcolonial Literatures Ismail S. Talib 2002 Exploring literatures from
a range of countries this book provides a comprehensive introduction to some of the
central features of language in a wide variety of postcolonial texts.
Maoriland Jane Stafford 2006 This critical examination of Maoriland literature argues
against the former glib dismissals of the period and focuses instead on the era’s
importance in the birth of a distinct New Zealand style of writing. By connecting the
literature and other cultural forms of Maoriland to the larger realms of empire and
contemporary criticism, this study explores the roots of the country’s modern feminism,

progressive social legislation, and bicultural relations.
Film Studies Intellect Books 2013 Increasingly, academic communities transcend
national boundaries. “Collaboration between researchers across space is clearly
increasing, as well as being increasingly sought after,” noted the online magazine
Inside Higher Ed in a recent article about research in the social sciences and
humanities. Even for those scholars who don't work directly with international
colleagues, staying up-to-date and relevant requires keeping up with international
currents of thought in one's field. But when one's colleagues span the globe, it's not
always easy to keep track of who's who—or what kind of research they're conducting.
That's where Intellect's new series comes in. A set of worldwide guides to leading
academics—and their work—across the arts and humanities, Who's Who in Research
features comprehensive profiles of scholars in the areas of cultural studies, film studies,
media studies, performing arts, and visual arts. Who's Who in Research: Film Studies
includes concise yet detailed listings include each academic's name, institution,
biography, and current research interests, as well as bibliographic information and a list
of articles published in Intellect journals. The volumes in the Who's Who in Research
series will be updated each year, providing the most current information on the
foremost thinkers in academia and making them an invaluable resource for scholars,
hiring committees, academic libraries, and would-be collaborators across the arts and
humanities.
Seen and Unseen: Visual Cultures of Imperialism Sanaz Fotouhi 2017-10-30 In recent
years much attention has been paid to the ways Muslims are represented and how they
are representing themselves visually. This book offers a number of new perspectives
on visual cultures and representations of Muslims.
Myths of Wilderness in Contemporary Narratives K. Crane 2012-10-19 The concept of
'wilderness' as a foundational idea for environmentalist thought has become the subject
of vigorous debates. Myths of Wilderness in Contemporary Narratives offers a
taxonomy of the forms that wilderness writing has taken in Australian and Canadian
literature, re-emphasizing both country's origins as colonies.
Poetics and Politics of Relationality in Contemporary Australian Aboriginal Fiction
Dorothee Klein 2021-10-29 Poetics and Politics of Relationality in Contemporary
Australian Aboriginal Fiction is the first sustained study of the formal particularities of
works by Bruce Pascoe, Kim Scott, Tara June Winch, and Alexis Wright. Drawing on a
rich theoretical framework that includes approaches to relationality by Aboriginal
thinkers, Edouard Glissant, and Jean-Luc Nancy, and recent work in New Formalism
and narrative theory, it illustrates how they use a broad range of narrative techniques to
mediate, negotiate, and temporarily create networks of relations that interlink all
elements of the universe. Through this focus on relationality, Aboriginal writing gains
both local and global significance. Locally, these narratives assert Indigenous
sovereignty by staging an unbroken interrelatedness of people and their Land. Globally,
they intervene into current discourses about humanity’s relationship with the natural
environment, urging readers to acknowledge our interrelatedness with and dependence
on the land that sustains us.
Affective Governmentality Andrew Joseph Pereira 2019-07-01 This book investigates
the subjectivities in education arising from the triumphant mobilisation of care as
portrayed in educational advertisements, and provides a novel theory of affective
governmentality based on empirical research on affect, neoliberalism, and

governmentality. It also takes the bold step of encouraging the re-imagination of the
central and pressing question of school marketisation in Singapore, and problematises
the seemingly innocuous portrayals of care in light of neoliberal governmentality
seeking to perform cultural work on preferred identities and subjectivities. Using a
judicious selection of media artefacts, the book scrutinises the creation of emotional
technologies through an ethic of caring, harnessing vulnerabilities and triumphalism. As
such it not only equips readers to understand the role of emotional technologies but
also offers a critical and alternative view of hope and aspirations for transforming
society.
Doctor Who and Race Lindy Orthia 2013-06-20 Doctor Who is the longest running
science fiction television series in the world and is regularly watched by millions of
people across the globe. While its scores of fans adore the show with cult-like devotion,
the fan-contributors to this book argue that there is an uncharted dimension to Doctor
Who. Bringing together diverse perspectives on race and its representation in Doctor
Who, this anthology offers new understandings of the cultural significance of race in the
programme – how the show’s representations of racial diversity, colonialism,
nationalism and racism affect our daily lives and change the way we relate to each
other.
Sightlines Helen Gilbert 1998 The Australian stage explored for its complex
negotiations of race, gender, and post-colonialism
The Encyclopedia of the Sri Lankan Diaspora Peter Reeves 2014-03-07 Well over a
million people of Sri Lankan origin live outside South Asia. The Encyclopedia of the Sri
Lanka Diaspora is the first comprehensive study of the lives, culture, beliefs and
attitudes of immigrants and refugees from this island. The volume is a joint publication
between the Institute of South Asian Studies, NUS, and Editions Didier Millet. It focuses
on the relationship between culture and economy in the Sri Lanka diaspora in the
context of globalisation, increased transnational culture flows and new communication
technologies. In addition to the geographic mapping of the Sri Lanka diaspora in the
various continents, thematic chapters include topics on “long distance nationalism”,
citizenship, Sinhala, Tamil and Burgher disapora identities, religion and the spread of
Buddhism, as well as the Sri Lankan cultural impact on other nations.
The Frame Function Jan Cronin 2011-07-01 From Owls do Cry to The Carpathians, the
novels of Janet Frame have challenged our understanding of what fiction does. In The
Frame Function, Jan Cronin traces the operation of a prescriptive authorial presence
within the novels to offer an engaging ‘inside–out’ guide to a great writer’s work.
Drawing on Frame’s personal and professional correspondence and the dynamic
between that Frame and the various Frames of the novels, Cronin explores key issues:
Frame’s relationship with her readers; the nature of the ‘difficulty’ the novels present;
and the questions of intentionality Frame’s work forces us to address. Each chapter
offers readers a tour of one or more Frame novels: how they work; how Frame writes;
and the impact these fundamentals have on readers interpreting and engaging with her
work. Readers of Frame’s books frequently sense the presence of some kind of puzzle
to be solved but can’t quite distil its parameters. The Frame Function takes as its
starting point this capacity of Frame’s texts to lure the reader into looking for solutions
while simultaneously deterring such behaviour. In crafting a portrait of Frame’s
compositional processes, Cronin provides new insights into the underlying relationship
between prescriptiveness and elusiveness in Frame’s work. The Frame Function is a

guide for those who are intrigued, stimulated, sometimes baffled by Frame’s powerful
novels.
Interdisciplinary Measures Graham Huggan 2008-02-01 Interdisciplinary Measures
makes the case for a cross-disciplinary, but literature-centred, approach to postcolonial
studies. Despite the anxieties that interdisciplinarity brings with it, a combination of
different, discontinuously structured disciplinary knowledges is arguably best suited to
address the tangled concerns of both the globalised present and the colonial past. The
book looks specifically at the intersections between literary criticism, history,
anthropology, geography and environmental studies, while arguing more specifically for
a postcolonialism across the disciplines in the service of informed (cross-) cultural
critique. Bringing together a wide range of literary material from Africa, Australia,
Canada, the Caribbean, New Zealand and South Asia, the book also considers the
different, but sometimes related, cultural contexts within which the key debates in
postcolonial studies – e.g. those around globalisation, North-South relations and the
new imperialism – are currently taking place. These debates suggest the need for a
multi-sited, multilinguistic and, not least, multidisciplinary appraoch to postcolonial
studies that consolidates its status as a comparative field.
Post-Colonial Studies: The Key Concepts Bill Ashcroft 2013-06-26 This hugely popular
A-Z guide provides a comprehensive overview of the issues which characterize postcolonialism: explaining what it is, where it is encountered and the crucial part it plays in
debates about race, gender, politics, language and identity. For this third edition over
thirty new entries have been added including: Cosmopolitanism Development
Fundamentalism Nostalgia Post-colonial cinema Sustainability Trafficking World
Englishes. Post-Colonial Studies: The Key Concepts remains an essential guide for
anyone studying this vibrant field.
Security, Socialisation and Affect in Indian Families Ira Raja 2016-05-23 Sociological
research on Indian families has largely focused on questions of household form and
structure, to the exclusion of not only the more nebulous dimensions of family life and
relationships but also the discursive and imagined aspects of our familial worlds such
as may be accessed through an analysis of film, literature and the electronic media.
Moreover, when sociological inquiry has sought to go beyond the demographic and
census aspects of the household, it has trained its eye on the heterosexual family
centred on the conjugal couple, frequently at the expense of those relational patterns
and diversities that fall outside the familiar circuits of desire within the family. The
present volume brings together ten essays from a range of disciplines including law,
literature, anthropology, sociology, and queer studies, to engage with hitherto neglected
and emergent aspects of Indian family life. This book was published as a special issue
of South Asia: Journal of South Asian Studies.
Island Musics Kevin Dawe 2020-05-26 What does the music of Madagascar or Trinidad
tell us about the islands themselves and their inhabitants? Is there something unique
about island musics? How does island music differ from its mainland counterparts?
Drawing on a range of diverse examples from around the globe, this book examines the
culture of island music and offers insight into local identities. Case studies look at how
music, tradition, popular culture and islander life are linked in modern maritime
societies. The islands covered include Crete, Ibiza, Zanzibar, Trinidad, Cuba,
Madagascar and Papua New Guinea. In revealing the current practice behind modern
island musics, the book considers the role of world music, exotica, global tourism,

novels and travel writing in constructing fanciful images of islanders and island life.
Island Musics throws into question some of our most basic notions and assumptions
about island societies. There are a number of problems common to all island societies
that vary in significance depending on an islands size, demographics and its proximity
to the mainland. Problems include remoteness and insularity, peripherality to
centralized sites of decision-making, a limited range of natural resources, specialization
of economics, small markets, a narrow skills base, poor infrastructure and
environmental fragility. These issues are discussed in relation to the creation of music
in the construction of an islander identity. Of particular interest is the way in which
islanders discuss their music and how it articulates the idea of the other and diaspora.
Finally, Island Musics considers the musical industry, music education and the
preservation of musical cultural heritage.
Claiming Space for Australian Women’s Writing Devaleena Das 2017-06-29 This
volume explores the subterfuges, strategies, and choices that Australian women writers
have navigated in order to challenge patriarchal stereotypes and assert themselves as
writers of substance. Contextualized within the pioneering efforts of white, Aboriginal,
and immigrant Australian women in initiating an alternative literary tradition, the text
captures a wide range of multiracial Australian women authors’ insightful reflections on
crucial issues such as war and silent mourning, emergence of a Australian national
heroine, racial purity and Aboriginal motherhood, communism and activism, feminist
rivalry, sexual transgressions, autobiography and art of letter writing, city space and
female subjectivity, lesbianism, gender implications of spatial categories, placement
and displacement, dwelling and travel, location and dislocation and female body
politics. Claiming Space for Australian Women’s Writing tracks Australian women
authors’ varied journeys across cultural, political and racial borders in the canter of
contemporary political discourse.
The Journal of Commonwealth Literature 2003 One number each year includes Annual
bibliography of Commonwealth literature.
Who's Who in Research: Film Studies Intellect Books 2013-01-06 This volume of Who’s
Who in Research series offer a useful guide for current researchers in Intellect’s subject
area of Film Studies. The directory holds the names, institutions, biographies and
current research interests of hundreds of leading international academics as well as
references to the researchers’ principal articles in Intellect journals.
Entanglements and Weavings: Diffractive Approaches to Gender and Love 2020-11-16
In this edited volume, authors from multiple academic and creative disciplines
interrogate constructionist and new materialist paradigms to assess their adequacy
when analysing entanglements and weavings of gender and love in diverse contexts
where discursive and material elements intra-act.
Writing Your Journal Article in Twelve Weeks Wendy Laura Belcher 2009-01-21 `A
comprehensive, well-written and beautifully organized book on publishing articles in the
humanities and social sciences that will help its readers write forward with a first-rate
guide as good company.' - Joan Bolker, author of Writing Your Dissertation in Fifteen
Minutes a Day `Humorous, direct, authentic ... a seamless weave of experience,
anecdote, and research.' - Kathleen McHugh, professor and director of the UCLA
Center for the Study of Women Wendy Laura Belcher's Writing Your Journal Article in
Twelve Weeks: A Guide to Academic Publishing Success is a revolutionary approach
to enabling academic authors to overcome their anxieties and produce the publications

that are essential to succeeding in their fields. Each week, readers learn a particular
feature of strong articles and work on revising theirs accordingly. At the end of twelve
weeks, they send their article to a journal. This invaluable resource is the only guide
that focuses specifically on publishing humanities and social science journal articles.
Stolen Motherhood Anne Maree Payne 2021-05-25 This book explores the experiences
of Aboriginal mothers of Stolen Generations children, providing new insights into our
understanding of this era. It reflects critically on human rights processes based on truthtelling, raising important issues about who gets to speak at such processes and whose
voices are heard and validated.
Reanimating Regions James Riding 2017-05-12 Writing regions, undertaking a regional
study, was once a standard form of geographic communication and critique. This was
until the quantitative revolution in the middle of the previous century and more
definitively the critical turn in human geography towards the end of the twentieth
century. From then on writing regions as they were experienced phenomenologically, or
arguing culturally, historically, and politically with regions, was deemed to be oldfashioned. Yet the region is, and always will be, a central geographical concept, and
thinking about regions can tell us a lot about the history of the discipline called
geography. Despite taking up an identifiable place within the geographical imagination
in scholarship and beyond, region remains a relatively forgotten, under-used, and in
part under-theorised term. Reanimating Regions marks the continued reinvigoration of
a set of disciplinary debates surrounding regions, the regional, and regional geography.
Across 18 chapters from international, interdisciplinary scholars, this book writes and
performs region as a temporary permanence, something held stable, not fixed and
absolute, at different points in time, for different purposes. There is, as this expansive
volume outlines, no single reading of a region. Reanimating Regions collectively
rebalances the region within geography and geographical thought. In renewing the
geography of regions as not only a site of investigation but also as an analytical
framework through which to write the world, what emerges is a powerful reworking of
the geographic imagination. Read against one another, the chapters weave together
timely commentaries on region and regions across the globe, with a particular
emphasis upon the regional as played out in the United Kingdom, and regional worlds
both within and beyond Europe, offering chapters from Africa and South America.
Addressing both the political and the cultural, this volume responds to the need for a
consolidated and considered reflection on region, the regional, and regional geography,
speaking directly to broader intellectual concerns with performance, aesthetics, identity,
mobilities, the environment, and the body.
Literary Research and British Postmodernism Bridgit McCafferty 2015-09-02 Literary
Research and British Postmodernism is a guide for researchers of postwar British
literature that defines best practices for scholars conducting research in this period.
Individual chapters connect the complex relationships between print and multimedia,
technological advancements, and the influence of critical theory that converge in
postwar British literature.
David Malouf Don Randall 2013-07-19 Don Randall’s comprehensive study situates
Malouf within the field of contemporary international and postcolonial writing, but
without losing sight of the author’s affiliation with Australian contexts. The book
presents an original reading of Malouf, finding the unity of his work in the continuity of
his ethical concerns: for Malouf, human lives find their value in transformations,

specifically in instances of self-overcoming that encounters with difference or otherness
provoke. However, the book is fully aware of, and informed by, the quite ample body of
criticism on Malouf, and thus provides readers with a broad-based understanding of
how Malouf’s works have been received and assessed. It is an effective companion
volume for studies in postcolonial or Australian literature, for any study project in which
Malouf figures prominently.
Postfeminism in Context Margaret Henderson 2019-10-21 Postfeminism in Context
studies the representation of women in Australian popular culture over the past three
decades to locate postfeminism in a specific time and place. Margaret Henderson and
Anthea Taylor argue that ‘postfeminism’, as a critical term, has been too often deployed
in ways that fail to account for historical and cultural specificity. This book analyses
Australian popular culture – chick lit novels; ‘dramedy’ television shows; women’s
magazines; YouTube beauty vlogs; self-help manuals; and newspapers – to reveal the
tensions, contradictions and ambiguities that have always been constitutive of
postfeminism, including in Australia. Examining how these popular forms intervene in
dominant conversations about contemporary Australian femininities, Postfeminism in
Context maps the ways in which various aspects of Australia’s history and national
identity have shaped its postfeminism. While Henderson and Taylor identify some of
the limited postfeminist tropes and patterns of representation evident in comparable
locales, they also find that Australian popular culture has responded to feminism in a
much more hopeful way. Adding some much-needed cultural specificity to the ongoing
debate around this loaded term, Postfeminism in Context is essential reading for those
interested in Australian popular culture, feminism, and the gendered politics of
representation.
Rural Lifestyles, Community Well-being and Social Change: Lessons from Country
Australia for Global Citizens Angela T. Ragusa 2014-01-08 In our increasingly global
world, individuals are highly mobile and interconnected. Politics, policies and
technologies foster interconnection amongst and within countries as individuals
relocate from one place to another. One key issue facing developed and developing
countries is urban overcrowding. In Australia, urban density is one factor prompting
institutions and individuals to embrace ‘rural revival’ as a possible solution to urban
congestion and rural decline. In the past decade, rural Australia has received
heightened publicity and interest as a lifestyle destination encouraged by national
decentralization policies to alleviate urban overcrowding, particularly the metropolises
Melbourne and Sydney, regional councils’ marketing initiatives and international
refugee relocation. Rural communities struggle in contrast with urban counterparts for
several, often complex, reasons. The ‘realities’ of rural life are frequently marginalized
while marketing campaigns evoke stereotypical imagery of idyllic lifestyles and bucolic
pastures to sell dreams of country bliss to fatigued urbanites. This edited e-book is a
collection of articles that explores ‘rural realities’ of country life in Australia for global
audiences interested in rurality, health and well-being. By transcending disciplinaryspecific boundaries, this multi-disciplinary book not only presents contemporary
challenges, but also equips readers with evidence-based knowledge to improve
resilience in communities and individuals facing key issues such as aging, depression,
disability, environmental degradation, limited service delivery and social isolation.
Utilizing a variety of social science research methods, each chapter will enhance
readers’ insights about rural amenities, geography, identity, culture, health and

governance which impact wellbeing and lifestyle satisfaction. Collectively, this book
exposes readers to ideas from a dynamic range of experts in the humanities, social and
natural sciences to encourage a holistic approach to developing solutions for a complex
social world. The content of this volume will interest a wide audience of graduates and
undergraduates, researchers, professional practitioners and policymakers involved with
non-profit and government organizations, and interested community members.
A Companion to the Works of Kim Scott Belinda Wheeler 2016 New essays on the
acclaimed Australian Indigenous author's entire body of work, including his novels,
short stories, poetry, and his work with Indigenous language and health.
Alterities in Asia Leong Yew 2010-11-18 This book investigates the politics of identity in
Asia and explores how different groups of people inside and outside Asia have
attempted to relate to the alterity of the places and cultures in the region through
various modes (literary and filmic representation, scholarly knowledge, and so on) and
at different points in time. Although coming from different perspectives like literary
criticism, film studies, geography, cultural history, and political science, the contributors
collectively argue that Asian otherness is more than the dialectical interplay between
the Western self and one of its many others, and more than just the Orientalist
discourse writ large. Rather, they demonstrate the existence of multiple levels of interAsian and intercultural contact and consciousness that both subvert as much as they
consolidate the dominant ‘Western Core-Asian periphery’ framework that structures
what the mainstream assumes to be knowledge of Asia. With chapters covering a
wealth of topics from Korea and its Cold War history, to Australia's Asian identity crisis,
this book will be of huge interest to anyone interested in critical Asian studies, Asian
ethnicity, postcolonialism and Asia cultural studies. Leong Yew is an Assistant
Professor in the University Scholars Programme, National University of Singapore. He
is the author of The Disjunctive Empire of International Relations (2003).
Homing in Bruce Bennett 2006 There are many issues raised when talking about
Australia's literature. The main criterion for inclusion in these essays is not the
canonical status of authors but their fruitful engagement with themes of alienation and
belonging in a changing Australia.
British Writers Ian Scott-Kilvert 1997
Contemporary Art and Feminism Jacqueline Millner 2021-07-06 This important new
book examines contemporary art while foregrounding the key role feminism has played
in enabling current modes of artmaking, spectatorship and theoretical discourse.
Contemporary Art and Feminism carefully outlines the links between feminist theory
and practice of the past four decades of contemporary art and offers a radical rereading of the contemporary movement. Rather than focus on filling in the gaps of
accepted histories by ‘adding’ the ‘missing’ female, queer, First Nations and women
artists of colour, the authors seek to revise broader understandings of contemporary
practice by providing case studies contextualised in a robust art historical and
theoretical basis. Readers are encouraged to see where art ideas come from and
evaluate past and present art strategies. What strategies, materials or tropes are less
relevant in today’s networked, event-driven art economies? What strategies and
themes should we keep hold of, or develop in new ways? This is a significant and
innovative intervention that is ideal for students in courses on contemporary art within
fine arts, visual studies, history of art, gender studies and queer studies.
Preoccupations in Australian Poetry Judith Wright 1966 Charles Harpur - Henry

Kendall - Adam Lindsay Gordon - Barcroft Boake - Henry Lawson - Bernard O'Dowd Christopher Brennan - Hugh McCrae ; John Shaw Neilson - Kenneth Slessor R.D.FitzGerald - J.P.McAuley - A.D.Hope.
Telling West Indian Lives S. Thomas 2014-07-10 Telling West Indian Lives: Life
Narrative and the Reform of Plantation Slavery Cultures 1804-1834 draws historical
and literary attention to life story and narration in the late plantation slavery period.
Drawing on new archival research, it highlights the ways written narrative shaped
evangelical, philanthropic, and antislavery reform projects.
Index to Commonwealth Little Magazines Stephen H. Goode 1976
Postcolonial Fiction and Disability C. Barker 2012-01-06 This book is the first study of
disability in postcolonial fiction. Focusing on canonical novels, it explores the
metaphorical functions and material presence of disabled child characters. Barker
argues that progressive disability politics emerge from postcolonial concerns, and
establishes dialogues between postcolonialism and disability studies.
Researching and Representing Mobilities L. Murray 2014-09-29 This book explores
mobile representations in government policy, literature, visual arts, music, and research
and examines the methodological potential of these representations and the ways in
which representations co-produce mobilities.
Surfing, Sex, Genders and Sexualities lisahunter 2018-04-27 Sex, gender and sexuality
have played an important role in shaping the culture of surfing and are central themes
in the study of sport and movement cultures. Rooted in a rich precolonial history,
surfing has undergone a modern transformation shaped by visual culture,
commodification, sportization, mediatization and globalization, arguably all linked to
sex, gender and sexuality. Using the physical culture of surfing as its focus, this
international collection discusses the complex relationships between surfing, sex/es,
gender/s and sexuality/ies. This book crosses new theoretical, empirical and
methodological boundaries by exploring themes and issues such as indigenous
histories, exploitation, the marginalized, race, ethnicity, disability, counter cultures,
transgressions and queering. Offering original insights into surfing’s symbolism,
postcolonialism, patriocolonial whiteness and heteronormativity, its chapters are
connected by a collective aspiration to document sex/es, gender/s and sexuality/ies as
they are shaped by surfing and, importantly, as they re-shape the many, possibly
previously unknown, worlds of surfing. Surfing, Sex, Genders and Sexualities is
fascinating reading for anybody with an interest in the sociology of sport or gender and
sexuality studies.
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